
 
 

Research – Spelling the Stressed Vowel Sound 

 

I analysed 1472 individual words from the ‘A2 Key vocabulary list’1 by Cambridge Assessment/UCLES to 
discover how the stressed vowel sound in each content word was spelled. As my focus was on content words – 
words with a stressed vowel sound, I discounted 80 function words, like ‘the’ and ‘of’, and concentrated on the 
1392 content words. 

It became clear that all of the content words could be divided into 2 categories: regular and irregular.  

There were 1129 regular words (81% of the whole sample of 1392) – words which we can decode using our 
rules and patterns. [LINK] In order of occurrence: 

• follow vcc rule – we know the sound (454 words) e.g. ‘actor’, ‘jump’ 
• is a vowel digraph – we guess the most likely sound from a list of approx. 3-4 (184 words)         

e.g. ‘boot’, ‘read’. 
• follow vcv rule – we know the sound (174 words) e.g. ‘final’, ‘nose’ 
• is vowel + r – we guess the most likely sound from a list of approx. 3-4 (157 words) 

e.g. ‘door’, ‘market’ 
• is vowel + other consonant letter– we guess the most likely sound from a list of approx. 3-4 

(86 words) e.g. ‘flight’, ‘now’ 
• short + two weak – we know the stressed vowel is short (49 words) e.g. ‘capital’, ‘holiday’ 
• end with a vowel – we know the vowel says its alphabet name (13 words) e.g. ‘hi’, ‘go’ 
• obey suffix rules, not our rules (12 words) e.g. ‘engineer’ (stressed suffix), ‘competition’       

(always stress before ‘-tion’, with usually a short vowel sound). 

 

 

 
1 Cambridge Assessment English, UCLES, A2 Key vocabulary list, 2018, https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/506886-a2-
key-2020-vocabulary-list.pdf. Accessed from https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/blog/updating-the-a2-key-and-b1-preliminary-
vocabulary-lists/ on 14.09.21 
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From this chart it is abundantly clear that to be able to predict the stressed vowel sound of a content word 
accurately, students should put their energy into using the vcc and vcv rules as well as learning the possible 
combinations of spelling and sound offered by the three vowel spelling groups: vowel digraph, vowel + r, and 
vowel + other [LINK]. It is really useful that such a large percentage (81%) of the words in the word list can be 
potentially decoded, with some study of the different vowel sound spellings: vowel digraph / vowel + r /     
vowel + other. 

The remaining 263 words out of the total of 1392 were considered irregular, because they did not fit the above 
rules and patterns. However, their features are not random, because they can also be divided into just a handful 
of sub-groups   (in order of occurrence): 

• look long but are short – vcv (83) e.g. ‘clever’, ‘finish’ 
• look short but are long – vcc (82) e.g. ‘ask’, ‘hall’ 
• look long but are short – other (50) e.g. ‘book’, ‘leather’ 
• vcc but irregular in sounds (24) e.g. ‘brother’, ‘salt’ 
• other irregular words (misc.) (24) e.g. ‘cereal’, ‘machine’ 

 

 

 

Key findings: 

• vcc and vcv rules are reliable for predicting the stressed vowel sound. vcc was almost 2.5 times 
more common than vcv. Students can rely on these rules and use them with confidence. 

• Students need to learn the different patterns represented by the three vowel spelling groups:   
vowel digraph / vowel + r / vowel + other. Students must learn the most common sounds 
represented by each spelling pattern. Time needs to be taken to learn this, while the sounds in vcc 
and vcv are obvious. 

• The most common sounds in the vcc rule were:  a,  e, and  i.  u  was the least popular. 
• The most common sounds in the vcv rule were:  ei  (‘a’) and  ai  (‘i’).  ee  (‘e’) was least popular – 

perhaps because this sound is already well-represented by the ‘ea’ and ‘ee’ digraphs. 
• The most common vowel digraph spelling, by a large margin, was ‘ea’, followed by ‘ee’, ‘oo’, ‘ou’, 

and then  ‘ai’. Students should concentrate on learning them first. 
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• The most common vowel sounds + r spellings were, in order: ‘ar’, ‘or’, ‘ear’, ‘ur’, ‘ir’, and ‘er’. 
• The most common vowel sounds + other spellings were, in order: ‘ow’ (which had almost double 

the frequency of the next spelling), ‘ay’, and ‘igh’, followed by 19 different vowel sound spellings, 
most of which matched only one or two words from the list. 

• 49 words fit the spelling/sounds pattern of short vowel + two weak syllables. The vast majority of 
them (38) fit the stress pattern: O o o, e.g. ‘cinema’ and ‘digital’. It is worth remembering this rule. 

• 13 words fit the pattern end with a vowel = say alphabet name.  Out of 1392 words, this is fairly 
insignificant (1%), but good to know all the same. 

• 12 words obey suffix rules rather than other rules from this set. Also unimportant at 1%, but it is 
still worth learning any spelling and sounds rules. 
 

Exceptions: 

• Almost all of the exceptions (91%) are when words look like our two main rules – vcc and 
vcv – but don’t act like them. We may make an error when reading this kind of word by expecting 
it to follow one of the key rules, but we have failed to learn it as an exception. For example, we read 
‘some’ and pronounce it  seum, due to the vcv rule. 

• It goes without saying that this list of 263 exceptions should be learned as sight words, meaning 
students can pronounce them on sight, as well as spell them accurately. Since we are unable to 
publish the relevant extract from this word list, try our Purland 220: Sight Words list instead  
[LINK]  [LINK]. 

 

80 Words: 

When we compare the figures for the 80 words from this course and the Cambridge A2 Word List it is striking 
how similar they are. The two word rules – vcc and vcv – come out on top, with vowel digraph and vowel + r 
following close behind. It gives us hope that these figures would be repeated with a larger sample, which in turn 
would enable us to be more confident in relying on them in the future, when predicting the stressed vowel sound. 

80 Words:                                                                          Cambridge A2 Word List: 

 

 

Conclusion: 

Confidence in correctly identifying the stressed vowel sound in a content word comes from: 

a) knowing and using the vcc and vcv rules 

b) learning patterns in the 3 vowel spelling groups: vowel digraph, vowel + r, vowel + other 

c) being aware of other lesser spelling rules 

d) learning irregular words by heart, e.g. sight words 

vcv rule 15 23% vcc rule 454 40%
vcc rule 15 23% vcv rule 174 15%
vowel digraph 14 22% vowel digraph 184 16%
vowel + r 12 18% vowel + r 157 14%
short + 2 weak 7 11% vowel + other 86 8%
vowel + other 2 3% short + 2 weak 49 4%
end with a vowel 0 0% end with a vowel 13 1%
obey suffix rules 0 0% obey suffix rules 12 1%

65 regular words (81%) - fit our rules 1129 regular words (77%) - fit our rules

Look long but are short - vcv 6 43% Look long but are short - vcv 83 32%
other irregular words 6 43% Look short but are long - vcc 82 31%
Look short but are long - vcc 2 14% Look long but are short - other 50 19%
Look long but are short - other 0 0% vcc but irregular in sounds 24 9%
vcc but irregular in sounds 0 0% other irregular words 24 9%

14 irregular words (18%) - do not fit our rules 263 irregular words (18%) - do not fit our rules

Function Words 1 (1%) Function Words 80 (5%)

80 1472

https://purlandtraining.com/hw1/purland-220-sight-words-categorised.pdf
https://purlandtraining.com/hw1/purland-220-sight-words-a-z-list.pdf

